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Performance and Trends of Indian Chemical Industry
India’s Chemical Industry is extremely diversified and de-licensed (except for certain
hazardous chemicals) and can be classified into Speciality Chemicals, Bulk Chemicals,
Agrochemicals, Petrochemicals, Polymers and Fertilizers. The Industry’s product offerings
encompass a vast basket of more than 80,000 commercial products. India ranks fourth after the
United States, Japan and China in production of agro-chemicals and accounts for
approximately 16 percent of global production of dyes and dye intermediaries.
The Pandemic shook the Chemical Industry just as it did other sectors, and in H1FY22, the
majority of companies witnessed a slump in their operating margins. Gross margins contracted
and operating costs jumped significantly. Gross margins were impacted as raw material prices
soared because producers in China had to cut production due to energy crises (power
shutdowns due to a shortage of coal) and unavailability of major raw materials due to supply
chain constraints.
Operating costs were impacted by higher freight costs due to a shortage of containers and
higher power and fuel costs due to a significant jump in coal and gas prices. However,
Chemical Producers are optimistic about the future as demand remains robust.
Most players have implemented price hikes to cushion their margins. “Several Indian chemical
players have indicated that their customers have accepted the price hikes needed to offset the
higher input cost.
Prices of a majority of basic Chemicals have reached record highs, which are unlikely to
sustain. In fact, some correction is beginning to be seen in the prices of some of the Chemicals,
which augurs well for the industry. “Any further meaningful correction in raw material prices
would mean that Indian Chemical players could have windfall gains as the price cuts could
also happen with a lag just like the price hikes.
Prices of caustic soda have started to decline and have come down to about USD 600/MT this
month from over USD 800/MT in October. Soda Ash prices from China have declined to just
over USD 400/MT from USD 600/MT in October. Similar declines have also been witnessed in
prices of other important raw materials such as Acetic Acid, Benzene, Phenol, Vinyl Acetate,
etc.
The supply chain situation is also beginning to improve gradually with better container
availability, which should result in lower Freight costs. “Hence, in our view, operating
margins of Indian Chemical players should improve in H2FY22 due to likely rise in gross
margins and moderation in operation costs.
Emphasis on capacity addition, process improvement and development Companies are
investing in capacity addition for backward integration as well as research & development to
develop high-margin products and reduce dependence on imports.
These measures put the Indian players in a good position to give their Chinese counterparts
stiff competition.
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Anganwadi Women’s in collaboration with Reseti-Bob, Vadodara

Started to provide Job Work for women & Adolscent Girls of Anganwadi Areas

Market updates
v As part of the ongoing Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsava celebrations, Union Minister for
Heavy Industries Dr. Mahendranath Pandey dedicated India’s first BLEL-built Coal to
Methanol (CTM) Pilot Plant to the Nation at Hyderabad on 15th January, 2022.
v Solvay has introduced a new Omnix high-performance polyamide (HPPA) compound
family based on a minimum of 33% recycled content, consisting of 70% PIR/PCR
recycled resin which is highly secured and has a controlled process by the supplier.
v Reliance Industries Ltd. (RIL) signed an MOU on January 13, 2022 with the Govt. of
Gujarat for a total investment of Rs.5.955 lash crore as part of investment promotion
activity for Vibrant Gujarat Summit 2022.
v India is on course to outshine China as the world’s third largest Ethanol Consumer by
2026 as it accelerates the transformation towards a clean energy ecosystem with the
objective of becoming earbon neutral by 2020.
v The two PCPIRs at Dahej and Vizag are good initiatives but given our aspirations, India
needs bigger dedicated zones for chemical manufacturing companies, says Maulik Patel,
CMD, Meghmani Finechem Limited.
v India and Denmark agreed to initiate joint research and development on green fuels
including green hydrogen, during the Joint S&T Committee meeting recently.
v The specialty chemicals industry in India has been on an accelerated growth trajectory
over the last few years and is one of the best performing sectors within the Indian
manufacturing space. The industry finds product applications across a wide range of
industries such as agriculture, food & beverages, health, personal care, automotive,
electronics, water, and others. In recent years, there has been a growth in demand from
consumers of this industry, thereby fueling growth in application of the specialty
chemicals products. Globally, the industry’s growth is expected to be mainly supported
by improved momentum in Asian markets.
v State Government Officials said that India’s first Lithium Refinery which will process
Lithium Ore to produce battery grade material will be set up in Gujarat.
v The Odisha Government and Natural Gas Firm GAIL India Ltd. signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) on 5th January, 2022 for cooperation in the production of ecofriendly fuels in the State.

v Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd. (BPCL) has inaugurated a superabsorbent Polymer
(SAP) technology demonstration plant of 200 tonnes per annum at the Kochi Refinery.
The Plant will use the Acrylic Acid which is manufactured at the new Propylene
Derivatives Petrochemical Complex at the Refinery.
v The Indian chemical Industry is one of the largest contributors with 80,000 different
chemicals and being a highly diversified market such as bulk chemicals, specialty
chemicals, agrochemicals, petrochemicals, polymers, and pharmaceuticals. Bulk
chemicals are the basic feedstock for chemicals.
v The University of Hyderbad (UoH) and Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd. Will be jointly
developing cold chain logistics solutions for Pharmaceutical Firms based on Blockchain.
v Deep Polymers Ltd. Has decided to diversify and expand its operations by setting up a
new State-of-the-art Unit at Gandhinagar, Gujarat. The new manufacturing unit will
mainly manufacture two products: Speciality Black Master-batch and Speciality Colour
Master-batch. The Company also plans to produce Polypropylene-based Master-batch
for Non-Woven Fabric Application.
v India is set to become the third largest market for Ethanol in the world after the US and
Brazil by 2026 according to the report by International Energy Agency (IEA).
v The Alkali Manufacturers Association of India (AMAI) has made submissions to the
Department of Commerce as well as to the Department of Chemicals & Petrochemicals,
Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers to exclude Alkalies (Caustic Soda and Soda Ash)
and Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) Resin from Tariff concessions in the proposed Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) with UAE.
v The Commerce Ministry’s Investigation Arm, the Directorate General of Trade
Remedies (DGTR) has recommended imposition of Anti-Dumping duty on Caustic
Soda, used in diverse Industrial Sectors, for Five years from Japan, Iran, Qatar and
Oman, to guard domestic players from cheap imports.
v ISGEC Heavy Engineering has announced the commencement of Commercial
Production at its Wholly-owned subsidiary, Saraswati Sugar Mills (SSML), at Yamuna
Nagar, Haryana.
v The domestic aluminium industry has sought reduction in basic custom duty and
correction in inverted duty structure on critical raw materials, including Pet Coke,
Caustic Soda, Aluminium Fluoride and Alumina, to encourage cost competitiveness in
the Sector

WELL OF GREED
Once a King asked a question in his Court “Which is such a Well from which a man cannot
get out after falling? ” No one in the Court could answer. In end King asked his Royal
Priest to answer this question within 7 days . Royal Priest tried very hard but he couldn’t
find the answer even though 6 days passed.
On 7th day the frustrated Priest started to walk towards the Forest. There he met a
Shepherd. He recognized the Priest and greeted him saying “You are the Royal Priest and
why look so worried and looks so much sadness in your face?
The Priest moved forward thinking that this Shepherd can never help me to over come
this trouble. But the Shepherd again and again asked the Priest about his sadness and told
him that I will try to help you if you can tell me your problems.
Hearing this the Priest told him the Question King asked and also informed that if not
given the answer by tomorrow, king will remove him from the post of Royal Priest and
will have to return all the gifts and money he got till now.
Hearing this Shepherd said “ I have a Gem and with this Gem you can make any amount
of Gold and can have more Rich than any King”. He further informed that before giving
you the Gem there is a condition i.e. “You will have to become my disciple”. After thinking
some time, he agreed to become a disciple.
On hearing his decision, Shepherd said that you can become my disciple only after you
drink the milk of Sheep. Then the Priest said that it is not possible for a Brahman to drink
Sheep’s milk as his intellect will finish. Without drinking Sheep’s milk, Shepherd refused
to give the Gem. Hearing this the Priest replied his willingness to drink that milk. Again
Shepherd informed him “ First I will have a sip of milk and then only you have to drink
that milk”
The Priest got angry and said that how you can expect this from a Brahman? Then
Shepherd asked him to leave from there. To overcome this situation, Priest sadly agreed,
but Shepherd was not satisfied in his behaviour and, hence, put another demand infront
of him “ Now you have to drink that milk after licked by a dog”. Hearing this the Priest
was very much shocked but as no other alternative left, he agreed to drink the milk as
suggested by Shepherd.
On hearing this, the Shepherd smiled and said your answer shows your Greed to get that
Gem. You agreed everything which I asked you to do. This is the “Well of Greed” in
which a man keeps falling and never comes out.

Moral : Greed is a bottomless Pit which exhausts the person in an endless effort to
satisfy the need without ever reaching satisfaction.

Management Tips
What is Negotiation, Skills & Benefits ....
A negotiation is a strategic discussion that resolves an issue in a way that both parties find
acceptable. In a negotiation, each party tries to persuade the other to agree with his or her
point of view. It’s a dialogue between two parties to resolve conflicts or issues. Usually, it
is a compromise involving “Give and Take”.
In the workplace, negotiations may take place between Managers, Departments, Colleagues
or between a Team Member and a Manager. It also holds the key for getting ahead in the
workplace, resolving conflicts, and creating value in contracts. When disputes arise in
business and personal relationships, it's easy to avoid conflict in an effort to save the
relationship.
Communication is the backbone of negotiation. An effective communication is directly
proportional to an effective negotiation. The way you communicate decides the fate of the
negotiation. It involves identifying the nonverbal cues, using the right words and
expressing your thoughts in a compelling and engaging way. Without being verbose, you
need to communicate the right message to the party. Often, negotiators are active listeners
that help them to understand the other party's message. The better the communication is
the better the negotiation would be. Discussion does not mean fighting and shouting,
instead it is simply the exchange of one's ideas, thoughts and opinions with each other.
Usually, the purpose of negotiating is to reach an agreement to participate in an Activity
that will result in mutual benefits. The most important negotiation in life is “getting to yes”
with yourself. When you learn how to do that, you'll start winning at everything else.
Its a coveted leadership skill which helps businesses to reach their business objective. Its
inherent qualities help two or more parties agree to a common logical solution. Despite the
difference in opinion, negotiation skills help to strike a solution and focus more on creating
goodwill and value. This builds a long-term relationship.
Proper planning before the negotiation ensures to know the long-term consequences of the
negotiation terms. Planning comes in handy during the negotiation process and ensures the
successful execution of the decision.
Active listening is the key to a successful negotiation as it ensures that you listen to the other
party and understand what they are trying to say. Also, with active listening, you do not
miss out on crucial information, which builds trust and helps to reach a consensus faster.
In the workplace, you may have to display your negotiating skills in various situations.
However, this depends on the work environment, the parties involved and outcome desired.
When parties are ready for reaching a compromise, it becomes more fruitful.
Good negotiation skills ensure the accomplishment of business goals, which creates an
environment of business success. This also increases the chances of future business
transaction. Lack of negotiation skills affects the business bottom line and could ruin
customer relationship

TAX YOUR BRAIN – PRIZE WINNING PUZZLES
S

Q.1) Give Answer :
348 = 122432
456 = 202439
539 = 154557
778
= ??????
Q.2) As soon as you say its name, it disappears. Nme what ?
Q.3) I always straight ahead, but I go around in circles, Never complain, No matter where
I am led. What am I ?
Q.4) Work clockwise round each circle to spell out two eight letter words that are
synonymous. You have to find the starting points and provide the missing letters.

Q.5) What is it that everybody does at the same time?

Puzzle Competition Winner of December Edition

!! Ms. Nidhi Malusare - Congratulations !!
Answer to the Puzzles of December 2021
Puzzle No.1) Ans : T
Puzzle No.2) Ans : VEGETABLE
Puzzle No.3) Ans : MUSHROOM
Puzzle No.4) Ans : PAMPHLET & BROCHURE
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Prakash Chemicals Agencies Pvt. Ltd.
pcapl@prakashchemicals.com | www.pcaplindia.com

Vadodara (HO):

“Prakash House”, 39/40 Krishna Industiral Estate, Opp. Gorwa BIDC, Gorwa Road,
Vadodara – 390 016, Gujarat (India). Ph.: +91 265 3926000, Mo.: +91 99980 34403,
Fax: +91 265 3926122, Email: mkt.b@prakashchemicals.com, chetan@prakashchemicals.com,

Ahmedabad
(Office):

B-309, Titanium City Center, Nr. Sachin Tower, 100 Feet Ring Road, Satellite Area,
Ahmedabad. - 380 015 Mo. 8511126722 /8511126720
Email: dhavaldesai@prakashchemicals.com

Ahmedabad
(Warehouse):

Godown Number 10, M K Estate, Opp. Popatkaka House, Nr. Raj Way Bridge, Piplaj
Pirana Road, Shahwadi, Saijpur Gam, Narol Sarkhej Highway, Ahmedabad – 382 405
Email: amdwarehouse@prakashchemicals.com

Surat (Office &
Warehouse):

17 – A, B & 18 B Green Par, Above Ashiward Hotel, Surat Navsari Road, Unn, Surat –
394 210, Gujarat, India. Mo.: 972550 33246

Mumbai
(Office):

Room No.18, 2nd Floor, Fancy Chamber, 94 Surat Street, Danabunder, Chinchbunder,
Nr. Masjid Bunder Railway, Mumbai – 400009, Maharashtra, India.

Mumbai
(Warehouse):

Sohil Warehouse, Near Adarsh Katta, Anjur Valgaon Road, Nr. Rahnal Village, Off
Mumbai-Agra Road, Bhiwandi (Thane) Mumbai, India.

